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A. MQ Stage
B. CDC Transaction Stage
C. DB2 Connect Stage
D. ODBC Stage

Answer: B

QUESTION: 47
Which of the following statements about the Access Server is FALSE?

A. Access Server needs to run all of the time while replication is running.
B. Configuring Replication using Management Console is not possible without Access
Server.
C. Monitoring using Management Console is not possible without Access Server.
D. None of the above.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 48
A CDC administrator is being asked to replicate warehouse data to a reporting server
in order to facilitate generating daily, weekly, and monthly performance reports for the
management. Which of the following setups, in your opinion, is considered a 'best
practice'?

A. Replicate all tables using "Refresh" mode but run them once a day, week, or month
B. Replicate all tables using "Mirror Continuous" mode but run them once a day,
week, or month
C. Replicate all tables using "Mirror Continuous" method and run them continuously
D. Replicate only "Summarized" data using "Mirror Continuous" method and run them
once a day, week, or month as necessary

Answer: C

QUESTION: 49
Which of the following statements about CDC Datastores is FALSE?

A. You need to assign a user to the datastore before it can be used.
B. Multiple datastores can access a single CDC instance.
C. A single datastore can access multiple CDC instances.
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D. Multiple CDC users can access a single datastore.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 50
Which of the following objects is INVALID in the target table for LiveAudit
replication?

A. after image columns of changed rows
B. before image columns of changed rows
C. primary key
D. derived columns

Answer: C

QUESTION: 51
CDC is software solution that captures transforms and flows changed data
from______________________ in real time.

A. Database tables
B. Enterprise application
C. Database logs
D. All of the above

Answer: C
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